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Introduction
Manufacturing sector is under enormous

pressure to be more responsive to demand

uncertainty, be that the uncertainty in [1]:

• product (late customisation requests);

• process (time to market); or

• volume (“rush” order” at full load)

This is posing challenges to existing tool-

based Dedicated Manufacturing (DM), which

proved suitable for identical mass production.

Additive Manufacturing (AM), on the other

hand, has the ability to manufacture on-

demand, in batches as small as one, with

exceptionally low set-up time and switching

costs, which makes this “factory-in-the-box” an

attractive alternate for responsive

manufacturing.

Technology Selection Game
Backward Induction (Step 1, 2 & 3) gives

each firm’s optimal profit in all 3 subgames (a,

d, m), and allows to make all three strategic

decisions in sequence (A, B & C).

Research Aim & Questions 
The research aims to offer a support tool to

help make a technology selection decision by

answering:

• RQ1: What is the impact of competitor’s 

technology choice on a given firm’s 

technology choice decision?

• RQ2: How AM compares with DM under 

demand uncertainty? 

• RQ3: Under what circumstances does AM 

adds value compared to DM under 

demand uncertainty?

Challenges
Start

Scenario Selection

End

Technical Feasibility

Economic Viability

Operational Practicality

Cultural Acceptability

Tools and Techniques
The techniques below can all be used for

evaluation and justification for a standalone

technology (in our case, AM or DM)

• Multi-attributes utility theory; 

• Dynamic Programming;

• Goal Programming; 

• Outranking approaches; 

• Decision Theory; 

• Game Theory
Game theory, however, additionally takes into

account the impact of competitor’s decision

(along with demand uncertainty), and hence

is our preferred approach.

Game Theory Approach
We play a simultaneous, non-cooperative 

game with complete information. More 

specifically, we model two competing firms (i, 
j) in two markets (1, 2) under demand 

uncertainty to help them make three 

sequential decisions [5]: 

• Choice between AM or DM (Technology 

Game i.e. TG); 

• Capacity of chosen Technology (Capacity 

Game i.e. CG); 

• Quantities produced (Production Game: PG) 

Model
We seek pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium for

all three sequential decisions above. At first

stage (Technology Game), three subgames

emerge [5]:

• dedicated subgame (d): (D,D) 

• additive subgame (a): (A,A)

• mixed subgame (m): (A,D) or (D,A)

Since we can not predict equilibrium for 1st

stage Tech game up front (Fig 4), we solve

the 2nd and 3rd stage “capacity” and

“production” game (Eq1 & Eq2) using

backward induction (Fig 5), and compute

each firm’s optimal expected profit (Π) for all

three subgames (d, a, m).
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Industrial Application
AM vendors (Stratasys etc.) and users

(Boeing, Airbus etc.) can use the above

game-theoretic model in conjunction with the

total cost perspective of AM [6] including

direct, indirect and labour cost (16 total sub-

elements) to make an informed Technology

choice recommendation. This will enable

end-users to be more responsive to demand

uncertainty and maintain their industry

dominance.

Best Response 
We develop Best Response function for each

firm in Technology Game, and express them

in terms of cost thresholds ( 1+% , 1+% ). We

compare how competing firms respond to a

given flexibility premium under demand

uncertainty (σ2) [5].

Depending on the cost of AM capacity 1U; and 

σ2, four distinct best response arise:

Area II: firm i invests symmetrically to j. (D,D) or (A,A);
Area III: firm i invests asymmetrically to j. (D,A) or (A,D);

Area I: firm i invests in DM irrespective of j. (D,D) or (D,A);
Area IV: firm i invests in AM irrespective of j. (A,D) or (A,A);
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Technology Adoption

Technology Adoption Life Cycle is a smooth

bell curve of high tech customers progressing

from Innovators through to Laggards [2]. A

revised Technology Adoption Lifecycle

suggests crack between phases particularly a

“chasm” between Early Adoption and Early

Majority [3]. Although AM technologies have

had increasing success in recent years, they

are currently stuck in the ‘Early Adopters”

phase of the cycle [4]. Our empirical analysis

aims to analyse AM’s potential and suitability,

so its pushed to “Early Majority”.
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Future Work
• Include Total Cost of AM in game model

• Add AM-enabled added value in profit fn

• Introduce capacity and speed constraints

• Test process & volume responsiveness

• Validate with industrial case-study
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Fig 1. Additive vs Dedicated Manufacturing

Fig 2. A Revised Technology Adoption Cycle [3]

Fig 3. Challenges in adopting AM technology & our focus 
on its economic viability as a tool for responsive manufacturing

Fig 4. Expected optimal profits in three subgames

Fig 5. Technology Selection Game

Fig 6. Firm’s best response to competitor’s choice [5]


